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Your Beginning: 
--Does your opening set the right mood for the entire book? 
--Can your reader readily identify who the protagonist is?  If he/she is flawed, have you shown he/she is redeemable? 
--Does your story open with the protagonist in conflict with the antagonist or someone linked to the antagonist? 
--Is your antagonist realistic/sympathetic/well-motivated?
--Have you described the initiating event and why it had to happen now as opposed to any other time? 
--Does the reader know the problem to be solved within the first 10 pages?  The first 20?   

Your Middle:
--Have you escalated the conflict and stakes between your protagonist and antagonist?
--Has the increased conflict or stakes resulted in a significant (but incomplete) character change for your protagonist? 
--Have the events of the story taken unexpected turns?  

Your Climax: 
-Is it a fight or flight situation? 
-Are the protagonist and antagonist engaged in a battle, on the page, in which the protagonist is victorious? 
-Have you shown how your protagonist has grown so that he/she can now defeat the antagonist, when he/she wouldn’t have been able to at the beginning of the story? 
-Have you closed all sub-plots before the climax? 

Your Ending: 
-Does the resolution result in an emotional pay off for the reader?  Will your reader believe the protagonist has worked for the happy ending?   
-Is the protagonist’s world transformed for the better?  

Page by page: 
--Do you have any back story dumps?  Sprinkle back story information throughout your story in small bits.
--Do you remain in the correct POV and is the POV clear to the reader? 
--Are you ”showing not telling” what your characters experience?  Are you describing their tactile sensations (feeling, taste, and hearing, not just sight) so the reader can experience what they are? 
--Do you use lots of strong nouns and verbs, and avoid adverbs (-ly words), which are weak verbs?
--Do you use a balance of narrative and dialogue?   Dialogue can reveal character, advance plot, or provide expository information, but having too much dialogue will make it hard to establish emotion and deep thinking with your characters. 
--Do you have any “as you know” language?—This is a sign of back story dump or repetitive information. 
--Are you hiding critical information from the reader that will make them mad?  Readers need to know what is happening or they may become frustrated.  Suspense is tension, not surprise or confusion.  Filter information subtly.
--Do you employ the rule of 3 (repeat clues 3 times, repeat the beginning of sentences 3 times to create impact? 
--Do you make clear who is speaking while using dialogue tags sparingly?  You don't need to mention names unless clarifying who is speaking.  Also, when there are only a man and a woman in the scene,  he/she works nicely.
--Do you create tension by having a character’s actions go against what they say/believe? 
--Can you cut down on expert details that will confuse the reader (i.e, medical or legal details) while still providing flavor and realism?
--Do you put conflict on every page, even if internal conflict?
--Can you have action rather than dialogue by having a person meet someone in person rather than on the phone?  Show important conversations on the page w/ characters face to face.
--Do you vary sentence structure and length?  Ex: look at the number of paragraphs you start with someone's name. 
--Try cutting out the word “that” even when used correctly.  It’s usually unnecessary and amounts to a nounal conjunctive. --Don’t over-explain, which slows pace and dialogue.  You don’t need to say “He held the book in his hands.”  “Held” implies he is using his hands. 
--Do you write the stimulus before the response?  Don’t put character’s reaction before the reader knows what they are reacting to.  

Scene by scene:
--Do you set the scene early so your reader knows where the action is taking place?  Does the setting evoke emotion in the reader?  Can it?  
--Is the scene told from the most effective POV character?  
--Does your scene have a purpose (move the plot forward or reveal new information or reveal character)?  If not, you don’t need it.   Consider combining scenes.
--Have you started the scene as far into the action as possible?
--Can you label every scene as “one character versus another character or thing” to insure you have built-in conflict?  
--Have you supported your thematic assertion in every scene?  
--Do your scenes incorporate goal, motivation, conflict and disaster (ending on something provocative that shows how things are now worse/more complicated than they were before)?

As a whole:
--Do you show you trust your reader by not over-explaining or repeating information? 
--Have you shown arcs for your characters’ internal, external and romantic conflicts? 
--Do your major characters have character arc?  If not, why?  If so, how are they different at the end than the beginning? 
--Does the protagonist’s character arc support your thematic assertion? 
--Do you have turning points that turn the story in a new direction?  By the mid-point, has the protagonist changed in some significant way?  
--Does the conflict for the protagonist and antagonist escalate through the story and as a result of their actions (what one does creates more conflict for the other)?
--Are you giving specific details that reflect upon who your characters really are?  (Not just a gun, but what type of gun they carry, for example.) 
--Are your symbols or motifs consistent?  

